Abstract

Cloud Computing is the rising generation key platform for sharing the resources like software as a service, infrastructure as a service, and platform as a service. In future all IT enterprises migrate into cloud platform. Cloud server exchanges the messages for remote location users with the help of multi cloud architectures. Security issues are generated in data transmission. Day by day new vulnerabilities are discovered in cloud computing. Previous cloud development provides the security in limited dimensions with the help of application logic. It not sufficient for control the all different attackers. This is not efficient and scalable environment. It's not optimal approach [1]. Increase the range of cloud computing security and detect the attacks in deep degree manner. It provides highly safe results with good data protection. Here we concentrate on two dimensions. Those dimensions are application logic view and regulatory framework. Its have excellent security properties. This approach provides the excellent security compare to previous approaches. We proved different properties like good integrity and confidentiality compare to previous approaches [1][2].
Enhanced Secured Multi cloud using Technical Environment and Regulatory Framework
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